The ride of your life.

{Terra}
HARD WORK DESERVES AN ESCAPE. LIVE FOR THE NOW. LEAVE ON A WHIM AND LET YOUR CARES FADE AWAY IN THE REAR VIEW MIRROR WITH THE ROAD BEHIND.
Terra offers a spacious environment with its smart and functional layout. There is plenty of room to relax in Flexsteel’s® comfortable furniture, with a lifetime warranty on the frame, or enjoy the large dinette and well appointed galley.

**THE DRIVER’S CONSOLE** features an easy to view 20” TV, convenient cup holders, and front mounted audio/video jacks to easily hook up a camcorder or video games.

**PASSENGER-SIDE STORAGE** is the perfect place to keep DVD’s and video tapes for your long excursions.

**OVERHEAD STORAGE** is a convenient and accessible spot for board games and books.

Terra 32S shown in Blue Dusk interior decor with Windsor Birch Cabinetry.

**ROOM TO TRAVEL.**
DELUXE ROLLER BEARING, FULL-EXTENSION DRAWER GUIDES on all the hardware throughout Terra, is very sturdy, and gives you full access to the drawers to store almost anything.

TERRA’S LARGE PANTRY in the galley features convenient adjustable shelves for all your storage needs.
JUST LIKE HOME.

It’s hard to believe you’re on the road with all the features that are built into Terra’s galley. A well designed floor plan opens up the galley, giving you the room you’ll need to prepare your favorite meals. You’ll love features like the built-in spice rack and functional sink lids that give you additional countertop space. The 8 cu. ft. Dometic® refrigerator is great for storing food and drinks, while spacious cabinet storage can easily house full-size plates and dishes. Terra also features a Fan-Tastic® roof fan in the galley for great ventilation. Eat well.

TERRA’S BEDROOM FEATURES a comfortable queen-size innerspring mattress, day/night pleated shades and a spacious layout.

OVER-THE-BED STORAGE adds elegance and gives you ample room to store additional bedding or towels.

THE SYSTEM MONITOR PANEL provides a central place to conveniently check all of your holding tank levels.

THE BEDROOM TV SHELF provides park cable, 12V & 120V outlets (TV not included).

THE BEDROOM WARDROBE features plenty of space to hang your garments and ample room for shoe storage.
EXTERIOR STORAGE COMPARTMENTS are very spacious, convenient and great for storing camping equipment and outdoor gear.

EXTERIOR Awning is standard and provides great protection from the weather, so you can enjoy your surroundings rain or shine.

5,000 lb. Towing Capacity Ford® Chassis* and 3,500 lb. capacity Workhorse® chassis so you are able to tow a variety of toys.

*The chassis manufacturer recommends the installation of a supplemental brake control system to activate the brakes on the vehicle or trailer you are towing.

Our Tuff-Ply Roof is UV resistant, durable, easy to clean, and doesn’t scratch like many competitors’ fiberglass or aluminum roofs.

EXTERIOR Awning is standard and provides great protection from the weather, so you can enjoy your surroundings rain or shine.

Onan® 4.0 kW Micro Quiet Generator minimizes campground noise and runs very quietly compared to other generators.

Tuff-Coat® Exterior Fiberglass Sidewalls are Vacu-bonded® into a strong composite structure, as opposed to competitors’ cheaper thin fiberglass laminate.

A CONVENIENT Magazine Rack over the passenger area, is another functional feature Terra has to offer.

The Rear Fuel Fill is easy to fill up no matter what side of the pump you’re on (except 26Q).

The Roof Ladder makes it easy to access the roof for cleaning or maintenance.

PASS-THROUGH STORAGE is an excellent feature that allows you to conveniently store oversized items.

The 4-Point Coach Leveling System levels the entire coach if you are camped or parked on an uneven surface.

The Driver’s Area features tilt wheel steering, an AM/FM radio with cassette and CD player and easy to read gauges.

5,000 lb. Towing Capacity Ford® Chassis* and 3,500 lb. capacity Workhorse® chassis so you are able to tow a variety of toys.

*The chassis manufacturer recommends the installation of a supplemental brake control system to activate the brakes on the vehicle or trailer you are towing.

Vehicle shown in Blue Dusk.

Onan® 4.0 kW Micro Quiet Generator minimizes campground noise and runs very quietly compared to other generators.

Tuff-Coat® Exterior Fiberglass Sidewalls are Vacu-bonded® into a strong composite structure, as opposed to competitors’ cheaper thin fiberglass laminate.

Onan® 4.0 kW Micro Quiet Generator minimizes campground noise and runs very quietly compared to other generators.

Our Tuff-Ply Roof is UV resistant, durable, easy to clean, and doesn’t scratch like many competitors’ fiberglass or aluminum roofs.
Choose from three stylish interior decors with coordinating exterior graphics.

TERRA EXTERIOR/INTERIOR COLOR CHOICES.

BLUE DUSK
Living/Dining Room
- Sofa Bed & Dinette Cushions
- Swivel Chair & Throw Pillow
- Driver/Passenger Bucket Seat

Bedroom
- Bedspread
- Pillow Shams

DUNE GRASS
Living/Dining Room
- Sofa Bed & Dinette Cushions
- Swivel Chair & Throw Pillow
- Driver/Passenger Bucket Seat

Bedroom
- Bedspread
- Pillow Shams

WALNUT LEAF
Living/Dining Room
- Sofa Bed & Dinette Cushions
- Swivel Chair & Throw Pillow
- Driver/Passenger Bucket Seat

Bedroom
- Bedspread
- Pillow Shams

INTERIOR WOOD FINISH
Windsor Birch
What Drives You?

Maybe it’s feeling like you’re the only one on Earth. Perhaps it’s the unique sense of closeness with the great outdoors.

Or, it might be the joy that comes from spending quality time with family and friends. Whatever the reason, we know that you have a strong drive to experience everything that comes with spending time on the road. And for more than 50 years, we’ve shared that passion with you. Because we’re RV enthusiasts ourselves, you can see our passion in the vehicles we design and build. Own a Fleetwood, and you’ll feel like you’re not just traveling, but embarking on an experience unlike any other. Set your own course for adventure and get out there and explore the world around you.

Once you do, you’ll see what it is that drives us — it’s you.

IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ  Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.

Your local Fleetwood dealer is:
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